INTRODUCTION
The small, remote island of San Salvador is rich in ecological and biological diversity including endemic and endangered species and the greatest density of nesting sea birds in the Bahamas. Approximately 1000 Bahamians live there. The Gerace Research Centre (GRC), an educational and research institution at the north end of the island, hosts nearly 1000 students and scientists from dozens of universities each year. The Director of GRC articulated a need for videos presenting facts about San Salvador’s natural history for 1) on-island education in local schools, 2) training of U.S. students at GRC, and 3) advocacy for the establishment of a national park to protect its critical habitats on the island. The goal of this project was to film and produce videos to fill this need.

METHODS
Recognizing that it is impossible to document every aspect of the island’s natural history, the first stage of the project was research and preparation for filming. To accurately convey the island’s diversity, sites and subjects needed to be carefully chosen. Next, the feasibility of covering the sites, collecting necessary equipment, and logistical needs had to be evaluated. On-island filming schedules were determined by weather, sun position, animal behavior, and accessibility. Filming typically continued from early morning until sunset. Every evening, the day’s footage was reviewed and stored, equipment was cleaned, and the next day’s schedule was set. Schedules as well as subjects covered also were amended based on new information gathered from visiting researchers. Post filming, hundreds of clips were reviewed and catalogued. Clips were placed into a timeline, trimmed, and synced with audio files. Numerous alternative edits were created and evaluated. Final stages include revision of edits and scripts, recording of narration and integration with background audio, color correction, creation of titles and credits, and rendition of the complete video.

RESULTS
This educational video will be used in a number of ways. First, the Gerace Research Centre will use it to educate the thousands of students that arrive at the research station. The film will also be shown in the schools on San Salvador so that younger generations can learn about their island and be more appreciative of what it has to offer. Finally, this film will be used to aid the Bahamas National Trust and the Gerace Research Centre in the fight towards the development of a national park in the area of San Salvador, Bahamas.
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FUTURE PLANS
This video presentation will be shown annually and used as a teaching tool for years to come. In addition, it will be a critical asset to the fight for the creation of a National Park in the area of the Island of San Salvador. There are 5 specific areas that have been proposed for conservation. Also, this natural history documentary will be a great piece to add to my portfolio. Seeing as an artist’s work is never truly completed, one day I hope to return to the island of San Salvador to continue collecting footage and expand this project further.